
Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1 Inforamation security is also 
called_____ InfoSec InfoWar Firewall SecureSystem

2 What is C stands for in CIA triad ? calibre Common candidate Confidentiality

3 Authentication means _____ a claim of 
identity verifying completing managing checking

4
Waht is a potential cause of an incident 
that may result in harm of systems and 
organization ? Alert Danger Threat Risk

5

An_____ is any attempt or tries to 
expose,alter,disable,destroy,steal or gain 
unauthorize access to or make 
unauthorized use of an asset Asset Attack Alter Attempt

6
The Open Web Application Security 
Project (OWASP) is a _____ 
organisation non-profit commercial free banking

7 What is I stands for in CIA triad ? Important Intension Integrity Illegal

8
______ to access information and other 
computing serices begins with 
administrative policies and procedures Authorization Authentication Verification Validation

9
____ is any program that monitors your 
online activities or installs programs 
without your consent for profit or to 
capture personal information Cookies Backtracking Spyware Threat PIN

10 ____ moves to machine to machine Worm Virus Trojan Threat
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11
Cross-site scripting (XSS) flaws give 
attacker the cpability to inject _____ 
scripts into the application client-side server-side victim-side attacker-side

12 _____ is the acion of recording the keys 
struck on a keyboard keystroke logging key count backtracking phishing

13 _________ are also called as ethical 
hackers or pen testers. Black Hat hackers White Hat hackers Grey Hat hackers Green hat Hackers

14

By signing a _______ , participants 
promise non to divulge or release 
information shared with them by the 
other people involved DA

RMA NDA DNS

15

________ is an approch which is used 
to test a software without knowing the 
internal structure of program or 
application. Black Box Testing 

White Box Testing Grey Box Testing Green Box

16

__________ is the process to identify 
security vulnerabilities in an application 
by evaluating the system or network 
with various malicious techniques. Unit testing

Non penetration testing Penetration Testing Component Testing

17

______________ is a procedure for 
optimizing network security by 
identifying objectives and 
vulnerabilites, and then defining 
countermeasures to prevent, or to 
mitigate the effects of, threats to the 
system. Threat Modeling

Data Modeling System Modeling Class Modeling

18
________ is an approch where the 
interna structure an working is 
completely know to the user. Green Box Testing 

Black BoX Testing Grey Box Testing White Box Testing



19

Vulnerability also provides the 
organisation with the necessary 
knowledge, awareness and risk 
background to understand the 
_________ to its environment and react 
appropriately. Warning

Threats Triviality Insignificance

20 ___________ is considered traditional 
as it has been used for quite some time External Pen Testing Internal Pen testing Vulnerability testing Authenticated testing

21

_________ can be useful when trying to 
understand why your authenticated scan 
fails, or why not many targets are being 
found as you expected. Proxies

Qualys WebInspect nessus

22

___________ is a web application 
security assessment tool that helps 
identify known and unknown 
vulnerabilities within the Web 
application layer. Qualys

 WebInspect Nessus Proxies

23
metasploit frame work is a collection of 
shellcodes,exploits,fuzzing 
tools,encoder,__________. downloads payloads uploads gload

24
ARP poisioning is a form of attack in 
which an attacker changes the 
____________address. IP packet message MAC

25 Low interaction and High interaction 
are categories of _______________ honeypot hotpot coldpot drypot

26 ____ kernel is used in Windows Monolithic kernel Micro kernel simple kernel complex kernel

27
____hacking involves gaining access of 
the system as well as changing the 
integrity of the system system black hat grey hat white hat

28
_____ framework is a collection of 
shellcodes, exploits, fuzzing tools, 
encoders, payloads

Simple Complex .Net Metasploit



29 SYN flloding is a type of 
__________________________. DOS DDoS DDoSS DDSS

30 A_____ can refer to any good computer 
programmer security developer hacker tester

Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1
Information retrieval is querying of 
________ textual data. structured unstructured formatted unistructured

2 IR system searches for the ___________ 
documents to be retrieved.  Relevant  Non-Relevant     Matched Structured 

3   ______ is the topic about which the 
user desires to know more Query Information Need Term document

4 ______ is the smallest unit of 
information in a query Terms Document Word Index

5  Edit distance is ______ type of spelling 
correction Context Correction Isolated term correction Sensitive correction K-gram correction

6 Which of the following is a technique 
for context sensitive spelling correction:

 the Jaccard 
Coefficient                  
    Soundex algorithms k-gram indexes         Levenshtein distance

7 In Permuterm index  ____ symbol is 
used to mark the end of a term $ % & *

8 SEO stands for _________________ Search engine order Search engine organizer Search engine option  Search engine 
optimization 

9   ___ is fraction of returned result relavant 
to information need Precision Recall Corpus Relavance
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  ______ is the process of selecting how 
to organize the workof answering a 
query so that least amount of work need 
to be done by system Query minimization Query Answering Query optimization Query maximization

11 In Document subsystem Abstracting 
contains Libraries Yahoo Google NIST

12 Information retrieval systems have 
much in common with_______. Filing systems       Transaction system Database systems  Management systems

13  In Document Subsystem file organization 
contains term by term list of records under 
each term is called as____ Inverted sequential Combination Terms

14 Permuterm indexes are used for solving Spelling Checking Boolean queries Phrase queries Wildcard queries

15   ______oriented searches are targeting a 
certain kind of website. Data Transaction Data Navigation

16

_____is an internet advertising model in 
which advertisements appear along with 
relevant search results from a web search 
engine paid Ad paid placement Bid Placement Bid Ad

17   ________SEO improve search engine 
ranking of a websites White hat Black hat Blue hat

18

_____SEO includes providing good content 
good keyword selection putting keywords 
on correct places giving appropriate title to 
every page etc off Page On Page Half page Full page

19 ____SEO includes link building increasing 
link popularity off Page On Page Half page Full page

20 _______is an intentional attempt to 
manipulate search engine rankings for 
specific keyword or keyword phrase queries Building Ranking SPAM Boosting

21 There are two types of spamming boosting 
and _______ Hiding Ranking Building Paging



22
 ____spamming is manipulation of data 
through elements such as the page title 
meta description or meta keywords Word Term URL link

23
Search engine give weightage to the URL 
this type of spamming is called as ____ 
spamming Terms Word URL link

24
 _____hiding are techniques where terms 
and links are hidden when the browser 
renders a page Content link term word

25 37. Operational information is needed for 
a)Day to day 
operations

b)Meet government 
requirements c)Long range planning d)Short range planning

Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1 Which are the attacks exploit the DNS  
protocols

Teardrop attacks DNS DoS attacks The Ping of Death UDP bomb

2 ------Virus is distributed through e-MAIL Code Red Nimda Melissa CIH

3 Which is not category of Malware Spyware Torjans Viruses Worms

4 Which is not  the centralized domans 
extentions?

.as .info .biz .com

5 Which is   the centralized domans 
extentions?

.Net .info .big .com

6 URL stands for: Uniform Resource 
Locator

Unique Resource Locator Uniform Registor Locator Uniform Reposatary Locator

7 Which is  the decentralized domans 
extentions?

.as .info .biz .com

8
A valid definition of digital evidence is:  Data stored or 

transmitted using a 
computer

Information of probative 
value

Digital data of probative 
value

Any digital evidence on a 
computer
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What are the three general categories of 
computer systems that can contain 
digital evidence?

Desktop, laptop, 
server

Personal computer, 
Internet, mobile 
telephone

Hardware, software, 
networks

Open computer systems, 
communication systems, 
embedded systems

10

The process of documenting the seizure 
of digital evidence and, in particular, 
when that evidence changes hands, is 
known as

Chain of custody Field notes  Interim report Formal Report

11 Following are not type of report Formal report Verbal report Written Report Standard report

12 _______ is supporting material used for 
writing report

Figures paper pen scale

13
_________is Libraries of previously 
given testimony that law firms can 
access

Deposition banks High risk document Spoliation lay witness

14 _________ is Destroying or concealing 
evidence 

Spoliation High risk document lay witness Deposition banks

15 Following are the type of depositions Discovery testimony trial Testimony Identification of Evidence

16
In Internet Forencis,  It is challenging to 
identify criminal becouse scope is--------

Local Global Limited machines Single Machine

17 Which is not a type of Internet Crime: Password trafficking Data Transfer theft Desktop forgery Password cracking 
techniques

18 Misusage and illegal selling of individual's 
password means:

Internet Fraud Password trafficking Desktop forgery Computer Intrusion

19 Stalking or Badgering any individual 
through the utilization of web means:

Internet Fraud Password trafficking Internet Harassment Computer Intrusion

20 Which is not a type of Attack: Password trafficking Password cracking 
techniques

Technical Exploits Malicious code attscks

21 Which packet is send to the target machine 
to close the connection

TCP TCP SYN FIN Half Open

22 Which Address Spoofing means changing 
the header of message

IP Spoofing ARP Spoofing DNS Spoofing  Web Spoofing

23 Crminal cases follow ____ stages 2 4 3 5



24 A specialist investigates the complaint 
with the help of ________

Prosecutor Officer Criminal Victim

25 Acquiring , Seizing digital evidence 
normally performed by ______

Police Prosecutor Criminal Victim

26
Evidence can be related to its source in 
which of the following ways?

Top, middle, bottom IP address, MD5 value, 
filename, date-time 
stamps

Production, segment, 
alteration, location

Parent, uncle, orphan

27 Corporate Investigation involves Private Companies Public company Educational Sectors Other Sectors

28

Which of the following is not  normally 
a function of Police Scientific Support 
departments?

Laboratory 
enhancement and 
comparison of 
fingerprints.

Laboratory analysis of 
trace evidence from 
crime scenes

Lifting fingerprints from 
crime scenes.

Photographing crime 
scenes.

29
Authorized requestor is________ a person who has 

right to solve the case
a person who has right 
to request  an 
investigation

a person who has right to 
involve in investigation

a person who is officer

30 _______Algorithm is developed by 
NIST 

MD-5 SHA-1 SHA-2 CRC

Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1
 Image Processing systems treat images 
as dimensional signals and apply signal 
processing methods to them.

one two  three n
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2

An image may be defined as a two-
dimensional function, f(x,y), where x 
and y are spatial (plane) coordinates, 
and the amplitude of f at pair of 
coordinates (x,y) is called               level 
of the image at that point.

pixel contrast intensity discrete

3 procedures partition an image into its 
constituent parts or objects

Acquisition Compression Segmentation Restoration

4 Image with inverted grey levels is 
known as

negative image thresholded image contrast image dark image

5 ________process is used to expand 
shape of an image.

Erosion Opening Dilation Closing

6 ________is the total amount of energy 
that flows from light source.

Radiance Darkness Brightness Luminance

7 Which of the following is a receptor in 
the retina of human eye?

Rods Cones Rods & Cones Neither Rods nor Cones

8 What is brightness adaptation? Changing the eye’s 
overall sensitivity

Changing the eye’s 
imaging ability

Adjusting the focal length Transition from scotopic 
to photopic vision

9 The inner most membrane of the human 
eye is

Blind Spot SclerChoroi Retina

10 What is the function of Iris? Source of nutrition Detect color Varies focal length Control amount of light

11 The absence of receptors is in the retinal 
area called                               

Ciliary body Lens Blind Spot Fovea

12 Convolution and Correlation are 
functions of

Distance Time Intensity Displacement

13 Intensity levels in 8 bit image are 128 256 255 512

14
How many categories does the color 
image processing is basically divided 
into?

4 2 3 5

15
What are the names of categories of 
color image processing?

Full-color and pseudo-
color processing

Half-color and full-color 
processing

 Half-color and pseudo-
color processing

Pseudo-color and Multi-
color processing



16
What is the quantity that is used to 
measure the total amount of energy 
flowing from the light source?

 Brightness Intensity Luminence  Radiance

17 How many bit RGB color image is 
represented by full-color image?

 32-bit RGB color 
image

24-bit RGB color image 16-bit RGB color image  8-bit RGB color image

18 Which of the following fails to work on 
dark intensity distributions?

Laplacian Transform Gaussian Transform Histogram Equalization  Power-law Transformation

19 butterworth filter 
has___________transition

 Smooth Sudden Peak high

20 human perception of color closely 
resembles the__________color model

CMY   RGB HSI CMYK

21 the amount of white light present in a 
spectrum is called as                            

Intensity Saturation   Hue Color

22 What is the tool used in tasks such as 
zooming, shrinking, rotating, etc.?

Sampling Interpolation Filters None

23
Which is the image processing 
technique used to improve the quantity 
of image for human viewing?

Compression Enhancement Restoration Analysis

24 A continuous image is digitised 
at__________ points

Random Vertex Contour Sampling

25 g[m, n] = f[m,n] – k 
defines___________operation.

Brightness 
enhancement

Brightness suppression Contrast enhancement  Contrast suppression

26
To plot the number of occurrences of 
gray levels in the image against the gray 
level values is              .

Contrast Manipulation Gamma Detection Threshold  Histogram

27
What are the two approaches to 
segmentation?

Haar-like feature & 3-
D rectangle approach

Region based 
segmentation & edge 
segmentation

Adaboost approach & 
edge segmentation

 BlueStock Segmentation

28 The transform used in image 
compression is

KL transform Discrete cosine 
transform

Walsh transform Hadamard transform

29 .The transform which possess the 
highest energy compaction property is

 Slant transform Fourier transform Walsh transform  KL transform



30 What does the total number of pixels in 
the region defines?

Perimeter Area Intensity Brightness

Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1 How many different types of 
Qualitative data?

3 2 4 5

2 Which one is not a Data Transformation 
strategy aggregation compression normalization generalization

3 K-Nearest Neighbor is also called as
_____________.

Apriori algorithm
Lazy learning
 algorithm

RSA algorithm AES algorithm

4 Which of the following is the graphical 
techniques used in EDU. CAD CASE Histogram circle

5 Data which can be counted completely 
is ------------ data.

continuous discrete quantitative qualitative

6  Which of the following is characteristic 
of Raw Data?

data is ready for 
analysis

original version of data easy to use for data 
analysis

hard use for data collection

7 _________is an unsupervised learning 
method.

Decision tree Logistic  Regression PCA SVM

8 Which of the following is performed by 
Data Scientist?

define the question create reproducible code challenge results define the answer

9

________________ is an approach to 
analyzing the data sets to summerize 
their main characterestics , often with 
visual methos.

EDA VDU GUI IDLE

10 ______________ provide the level of 
abstraction from the machine language. High level language Binary language bitwise language natural language
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11
_______________ is an accurate 
representation of distribution of  
numeric data .

Histogram box plot cirle line

12 which of the following is web scraping 
application. home automation webapplication monitoring map 

complains image processing

13

A _____________ can improve the 
productivity of software developers 
thanks to fast setup and 
standardaiztionaccross the tools.

ILE IDE ISO OSI

14 IDE stands for _____________ Integer development 
environment

Intergated development 
environment

Inter national 
development environment

Informational 
Developmental Emergency

15 Which of the following is the most 
important language for Data science

java R Python Ruby

16
_____________ is an extra polative and 
non deterministic , non parabolistic 
process.

knowledge information wisdom u nderstandinmg

17 Lasso stands for __________
Least Absolute 
Shrinkage
and selection Operator

Least  Aggregate Selection
and Shrinkage Operator 

Linkage Absolute Shrinkage 
and Selection Operator

 List Absolute Shrinkge 
and Selection Opearator

18
________________ types of plot shows 
individual data point and can be used to 
display trends and correlations.

Line plot box plot histogram scatter plot

19
A ________ node acts as the Slave and 
is responsible for executing a Task 
assigned to it by the JobTracker.

map reduce tracker task tracker job tracker

20 ODS stands for__________________ Online Data Store Online Data Storage Operational Data Stand Operational Data Store

21 Information is _______________ organized Unorganized observations not useful

22 Which of the following technique is not 
used in smoothing?

Regularization Regression Clustering Binning



23
________ provides time duration which
determines how often a particular data
has been sampled.

Reporting Period Granularity Period Polling period Quantum period

24 Which of the following is one of the key 
data science skills?

statistics machine learning data visualization data determining

25 Binomial means -----------values. two three four zero

26 Regularization is used as a solution to
get rid out of the____________Problem.

Underfitting Ridge regression Variance Ovefitting

27
________is the difference between the
value or class that we predict and 
actual value or class.

Variance error Bias error Overfitting Underfitting

28
____________- data is produced by 
object and is often referred to as Internet 
of things.

web data personal data structured data sensor data

29
_______________ is a process of 
automating the extraction of data in an 
efficient and fast way.

web scraping web searching serach engine pattern search

30 ___________________ is major 
element in the xSLT standard Xpath XML xmnl Xspace

Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1
One of the major IT industries which is 
associated with cloud computing 
is__________

isolation virtualization

deformation non of these
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2 The Internet plays a fundamental role 
in__________

interface cloud computing
both a and b non of these

3
Cloud computing defines a_____________

shared(not 
private)environment

shared(or 
private)environment both a and b non of these

4 A public cloud is a shared environment that 
can be used by__________

multiple organization single organization

both a and b non of these

5 A public cloud is a datacenter of an 
______________

external organization internal organization
single organization non of these

6
Infrastructure-as-a-Service solutions 
deliver infrastructure on demand in the 
form of _____________

virtual hardware components

cloud non of these

7
(CRM) stand for

Customer 
Relationship 
Management

Customer 
nonrelationship 
management both a and b non of these

8 Some of the SaaS applications are 
________such as Microsoft Office Suite.

not customizable customizable

irregular non of these

9 Virtualization techniques can be applied to 
other __ infrastructure layers.

Physical IT 

physical operations

10 Virtualization technologies provides a layer 
of abstraction between computing, 
_______ and _________ hardware.

Hardware-level Storage & networking Background swapping Protected

11 The deployment of virtual infrastructure is 
__________, since the user experinces are 
largely unchanged.

Operating system Non-disruptive IT Security

12 In virtualization, the user experinces are 
_______ unchanged.

High-level largely Storage & networking computing environments

13
Virtual infrastructure gives administraors 
the advantage of______ resources across 
the enterprise.

hosted & hypervisor Managing pooled Non-disruptive monitor



14 IT managers to be more responsive to 
dynamic organizational needs to better 
________ infrastructure investments.

operating leverage largely Data-canter

15
In______ year VM ware delivered the 
benefits os virtualization to industry 
standard x86 based.

1995 1997 1998 2000

16

Cloude computing is the most recent 
emerging paradigam promising to turn 
the vision of ____________ into a 
reality

non computing 
utilities

computing utilities both a and b non of these

17
(ARPANET) means Activity Research 

Project Agency 
Network

Advanced Research 
Project Agency Network

Advanced Reading 
Projects Agency Network

non of these

18 Cloud computing is based on a 
__________

non-provisioning 
model

service-provisioning 
model

both a and b non of these

19 The use of cloude is limited 
to____________ at a time.

single service double service triple service non of these

20
Price is reduced to a major level 
because the infrastructure is provided by 
_________

third party single party both a and b non of these

21 Less IT skill are needed 
for____________

implementation Maintenance both a and b non of these

22 The resources it needed return from 
cloud rather than___________

invisible entity visible entity both a and b non of these

23 Cloud has historically been used in 
the_________________

development industry telecommunication 
industry

techno industry non of these

24 Virtualization is a technique of abstracting 
physical resources into ______ view.

Logical information Software none of these



25 ____________ indicates that an 
application can use a resource without any 
concern for where it resides.

Cloud Computing Virtualization Isolation Aggregation

26 State the reasons of virtualization ? Cloud Computing Isolation,Dynamics Storage & networking hosted & hypervisor 

27 _____ break up a large resources which 
enables large capacity or high speed.

Swapping Sharing Disruptive operating

28 ______ protects from other tenants. IT Isolation Isolation,Dynamics Hardware

29
_______ combine many resources into one.

Storage & networking Aggregation Sharing Software

30 _______ combine many resources. Aggregating Non-disruptive Isolation hosted
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